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Introduction
Examiner commentaries on exemplar scripts
WAC11, Section A, Question 1
This set of exemplar responses with examiner commentaries for Question 1 is part of the set for Unit 1,
The Accounting System and Costing. It has been produced to support teachers and students teaching and
studying the International Advanced Level Accounting qualification.
This pack includes examiner commentaries on exemplar scripts which exemplify performances in this
component from the June 2017 examination. Due to the nature of accounting questions, considerable data
is required upon which questions are set. This document should therefore be used alongside other
examination materials on the website.
Link to May/June 2017 Wac11 Examination Question Papers and Mark schemes are available on IAL
Accounting web page here
There are other IAL Accounting teaching and learning materials on the website here.
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Script 1 – A very strong response to the question (Q1ai and Q1aii) the evaluation should be
studied as an exemplar.
Student’s answer to Question 1 (a)
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Examiner’s Comments
This student was awarded 17 marks for part (i) and 13 marks for part (ii).
The student was totally accurate in preparing the profit and loss statement. Examiners will
award marks for correct figures and correctly recording the costs and expenses to arrive at
the gross profit and profit for the year. The expenses can be recorded after calculating the
gross profit in any order.
In the statement of financial position the correct location of all assets and liabilities is as
critical as the correct calculation of the figure. A variation of layouts is currently accepted
from students but ideally the layout should record total assets and total capital/equity and
liabilities. In the exemplar the candidate has used the correct IAS layout and all of the
calculations are correct. Therefore full marks were awarded.
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Student’s answer to Question 1 (b)
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Examiner’s Comments
The student was awarded 5 marks for part (i).
The student correctly calculated wages, taxes and motor vehicle expenses for one
mark each. A mark up of 35% was used and a total cost derived both of which
attracted one mark on the own figure rule. The depreciation on the motor vehicles
and tools were incorrect and therefore these two marks were lost.
This is a good example of the correct process being used to calculate total cost.
In part (ii) 0 marks were awarded.
The numerator used was not the total cost calculated in part (i). Also the annual
hours for recovery of the overhead were incorrectly calculated at 1 600. Therefore
as both the numerator and divisor were incorrect the final answer could not be
rewarded.
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Student’s answer to Question 1 (c) and (d)
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Examiner’s Comments
The student was awarded 2 marks for part (c)
The student demonstrated that they understood that workers would be rewarded for a
share of the time saved. This attracted 2 marks. No marks were awarded for the concept
of a standard time for a job and the establishment of a total standard time for all jobs
undertaken by the group.
The response to part (d) is a very strong. The student was awarded 12 marks.
Levels based marking was applied. The important aspects of evaluation are that both sides
of the argument are considered, the points for and against. Also there must be reasoning,
not just the statement of ideas without any reasoning. There must also be a conclusion
reached with some rationale. Here all of those elements were present. Increased
productivity, reduction in average cost, workers encouraged to help each other were all
positive points. These were counterbalanced with the effect of product quality and
potential conflicts. A conclusion was reached with some rationale.
This was a Level 4 answer and the full 12 marks were awarded.
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Script 2 – A strong response to preparing financial statements and a good evaluation
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Examiner’s Comments
The student was awarded 17 marks for part (i) and 11 marks for part (ii).
The statement of profit and loss was accurately structured, complete and correctly
calculated and the full 17 marks were awarded.
The statement of financial position was correctly structured in a good IAS layout with
all assets and equity/liabilities in their correct sections. The two other payables were
not recorded in the position statement and therefore those 2 marks were not awarded.
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Examiner’s Comments
The student was awarded 4 marks in part (i).
Marks were awarded for the correct calculation of wages, taxes, motor vehicle expenses
and depreciation of tools. The depreciation of motor vehicles was incorrect and no
calculation had been made for mark up, therefore no total cost established.
The student was awarded 0 marks in part (ii).
The calculation in (i) was multiplied by twelve and therefore the own figure rule did not
apply. The divisor was incorrect. Therefore as both elements of the calculation were
incorrect no marks could be awarded.
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Student’s answer to Question 1 (c) and (d)
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Examiner’s Comments
The student was awarded 1 mark in part (c).
There was a reference to ‘time saved’ and therefore 1 mark was awarded.
The student was awarded 11 marks in part (d).
Here the positive benefits were compared with the points against with reasoning applied.
Increased productivity, reduced costs were counterbalanced with potential bad quality,
bonus payments to individuals who had not saved time. The examiners felt that there was
a conclusion, but that the rationale was limited. This was a Level 4 response and 11 marks
were awarded.
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